
                   

CANNOCK CHASE PLEASURE RIDE 

7th March 2020 

Emergency phone numbers:   07710 217871;  07702 038266 (route)    

Thank you for your entry.  Please read the following instructions very carefully to ensure the safety 

of.  We hope you have an enjoyable day. 

VENUE:   

OS Map: Landranger Nos. 127 & 128 ; Explorer  No. 244. The venue is situated next to the Cannock Chase 
Visitors Centre, on Marquis Drive, Cannock Chase, Hednesford/Rugeley, Cannock, Staffordshire. Post 
Code: WS12 4PW.   Grid Ref. SK 008 154 (these are the locations of the visitors centre). The EGB venue 
is just AFTER the Visitors Centre on Marquis Drive. Follow the brown signs and then follow the EGB signs to 
the venue.   Marquis Drive is normally closed to traffic so please drive carefully and slowly and obey all speed 
restrictions.  Follow the parking steward’s instructions and leave the entrance clear. You cannot drive to the 
venue from the A460 via Moors Green. Please note that the venue field is a public open space and members 
of the public will at times wish to utilise their rights. 

   

PARKING:   

• Large lorries to park on the hard standing as you enter the venue field.   

• Cars and trailers on venue field or hard standing. 

IT IS IMPERATIVE that everyone obeys the instructions of the stewards to ensure the way is clear for the 
safety of ALL.   



PLEASE BE CONSIDERATE to other users of Cannock Chase AT ALL TIMES whilst riding, crewing and in 
vehicles.  You will be sharing the route with other horse riders, walkers, cyclists, wheelchairs, dogs and 
children:  Slow down and pass other users with Caution. You may also encounter Deer on the Chase.  

NO smoking or lighting of fires in Forestry areas. 

CARE should be taken at the beginning of the ride as shortly after the start the route passes through the lorry 
parking hard standing area and out of the entrance/exit to the venue where you cross Marquis Drive to continue 
on the route. 

Take care when riding through wooded areas and be aware of tree roots and overhead branches. Do not ride 
into the Sherbrook (Crayfish disease). 

The route will be marked with pink fluorescent ribbon with the exception of yellow for the cut offs for the 16 km 
route (A-D) ALL MARKERS WILL BE ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE.  If they are on your right there is a problem.  
You could be going the wrong way or the markers may have been moved.  If in doubt, refer to your map. There 
will be additional signage at route splits. 

Please check notices at Secretary’s area for additional instructions and information, route changes or 

hazards before starting the ride.  

Please ensure your horse has the appropriate tail ribbon.  Please all be aware of the significance of the 

coloured tail ribbons and take care when approaching horses displaying Red Horse may kick; Green Young, 

inexperienced or Novice horse; Blue Stallion.  Please be aware that stallions should wear stallion bridle discs 

as provided by EGB.   There are likely to be young and inexperienced horses at the ride and riders new to the 

sport.  Please show consideration when approaching and passing other horses.  

Please take care and be aware when riding by the crossing points of the ‘Follow the Dog Trail’ (Mountain 

bike Trail) and watch out for mountain bikers.  The trail starts & ends at Birches Valley Forest Centre. 

Dogs should be kept under control and on leads at all times. 

Horses should NOT at ANY time be left unattended whilst tied to the trailer or horse box. 

PHOTOGRAPHER:  David Saunders A memory of your day will be available for purchase after the ride 

www.saundersphotography.co.uk 

CATERING:  All day hot and cold snacks and beverages 

IMPORTANT 

Please follow the markers on course and study your maps and rider instructions.  There are areas of Cannock 

Chase that are strictly out of bounds either because we don’t have permission to ride there from private Land 

Owners or there may be Forestry disease control.  There are changes from previous rides in all classes – don’t 

assume it is the same.  Please be aware and responsible.  Cannock Chase is, unfortunately, always prey to 

‘marker vandals’ which causes a lot of extra work, but the course is constantly being monitored and re-marked 

during the ride.  You may come across a problem that has not been seen or reported.  If you think there is a 

problem, please call one of the emergency numbers. 

Disease Control Areas:  These areas are marked and under no circumstances are you permitted to enter 
these areas on horses, on foot or in vehicles. Do not ride into the Sherbrook (Crayfish disease). 

 

AFFILIATION 

This ride is run under Endurance GB Rules. 

 

 

DISCLAIMER LIABILITY 

http://www.saundersphotography.co.uk/


Save for death or personal injury caused by the negligence of the organisers or anyone for whom they 

are in law responsible, neither the organisers of any event to which these rules apply, nor Endurance 

GB, nor any agent, employee or representative of these bodies accepts any liability for any accident, 

loss, damage, injury or illness to hoses, owners, riders, spectators, Land or any other person or 

property whatsoever whether caused by their negligence, breach of contract or any other way 

whatsoever. 

RESERVATION OF RIGHT 

The organiser has the right to cancel the ride or any class; alter the advertised times; refuse any entry, with or without 

stating the reason. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

The organiser/organising committee of this event has taken reasonable precautions to ensure the 

health and safety of everyone present. For these measures to be effective, everyone must take all 

reasonable precautions to avoid and prevent accidents occurring and must obey the instructions of 

the organiser/organising committee and all officials and stewards. 


